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“...NOW COMPRISES OF OVER 10,000 
STOCKED PRODUCTS.”

*Within our standard area and elsewhere at cost.

Having served his apprenticeship as 
an ironmonger in Canterbury, young 
Frederick Henry Brundle moved 
to London to work for a company 
supplying the tea trade.

It was not long before he spotted an 
opportunity and, with a loan from his 
father, set up a business supplying 
nails and ironmongery to the booming 
packing case industry. He also 
added to his range, horse shoes 
and farriers sundries. Throughout 
London, the name of F.H. Brundle 
became synonymous with quality and 
competitive prices.

As trade changed over the years, 
F.H. Brundle has adapted to meet 
the needs of its customers. The 
business has added thousands of new 
product lines into its range which now 
comprises of over 10,000 stocked 
products. In the 1980s it became 
apparent to Richard Brundle that we couldn’t service the UK from a single site in the middle of London. So, in 1988 the 
doors to a second branch were opened, in Nottingham. Since then a total of six branches across the UK have opened, 
with plans to open more, in new locations.

The transport fleet has now grown to a total of over 60 vehicles of all sizes 
operating across the UK, including smaller transit vans for deliveries to 
customers with restricted access. Artic lorries, that can carry up to 44 tonnes, 
operate overnight to feed the branches from our Midlands distribution hub, 
giving us complete control on delivering anything from the smallest package, to 
our largest steel section. Still, after many years, F.H. Brundle offers free delivery 
on orders over £150*. 
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Everything you see in the catalogue is stocked within the group. If the product 
is not stocked locally, it can be brought into a branch overnight. F.H. Brundle 
now operates from over 500,000 square feet of warehousing, with all branches 
operating overhead cranes, cutting lines, specialised trade counters for 
collections and showrooms to browse. Local sales desks mean our customers 
get a friendly, personal service from the sales teams in the branches who are very 
knowledgeable and have generally worked within the business for several years.  

Online ordering has come a long way since our first ecommerce site was 
launched in 2009 and although much has changed, you still need to be able 
to find what you need and buy it. Our website provides access to technical 
drawings, test data and advice on how to use our products. With thousands 
of hits per month, customers daily rely on the website to check prices, order 
products 24 hours a day, track order status and look at their account history. 

Since 2012 a dedicated design office was opened that enabled the development of 
many new products shown in this catalogue, which are exclusive to F.H. Brundle. 
Using the latest technology such as 3D printing to produce prototypes, enables 
us to reduce the time taken to create and launch new products with stunning 3D 
renders. The design office has also developed bespoke software for the industry, 
such as Design Studio and Liveconfigurator™. Recent upgrades have seen 
the addition of stairways, bespoke glass configurations, along with a decking 
calculator, all designed to make your life simpler.

As a business, we offer extremely competitive pricing, compatible with quality 
and service. Our warehousing facilities allow large quantities to be purchased, 
offering huge savings to our customers. Where possible quantity discounts 
may also be available. If you don’t see exactly what you want in our catalogue, 
please ask; with access to hundreds of factories across the world, we can 
always source something to your exact requirements. 

If you would like us to stock any products, or ranges that you feel will 
complement what we already offer, please let us know; we have a long-running 
suggestions scheme which offers some great prizes for customer ideas that are 
adopted, many of which have now been included in this catalogue.  

The business will soon be entering its 133rd year and we are always grateful to 
our customers and their employees for the loyalty, feedback and advice which 
over the years has allowed us to build a family business of which I am extremely 
proud.  I would like to add a huge thank you for your continued support during these 
challenging times, as we strive to continue to provide our customers with a quality 
service for many years to come.

Michael Brundle
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Why shop at F.H. Brundle? How do you order?

Order online
or mobile 24/7

Competitive 
prices

No trade account necessary!

Branches across 
the UK

Over 10,000 
products in stock

Trade counter 
collection

Free delivery on 
orders over £150*

*Within our standard areas and elsewhere at cost

You can order online 24/7, speak directly to 
a member of our friendly sales team or visit 
your local branch; locations can be found on 
the back cover or on our website.  

Rated Great on

And don't forget your fixings...
Our fixings and fastenings provide many solutions to help you 
quickly, efficiently and safely install our range of products. 
We stock anchors, screws, nuts, bolts, adhesives, 
solvents, rivets and a whole lot more.

Did you know we sell...
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• Get a quote in minutes
• Save hours of time drawing
• Provides accurate, detailed layout drawings FREE
• A choice of styles, layouts & components

www.liveconfigurator.co.uk

Glass

Duplex

Stainless

What are CAD files?

A DWG file is a 2D or 3D drawing created using a professional CAD program. It 
contains vector image data and metadata that CAD applications use to load a drawing. 

Benefits of using CAD files
Our component CAD files are free to download and ready to implement into your CAD designs. 
Using our CAD files helps speed up the design process, creating accurate drawings and models.

A STEP file, which stands for “Standard for the Exchange of Product data file”, is the most 
common neutral 3D CAD file type used to share designs between CAD systems. 

Helping you with design

PPC

WPC

PVC

Steel

GRP

Mill Finish

Aluminium

Porcelain

Polymer

Paint

Cast Iron

Offering a 
wide choice 
of materials...

London
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IIkeston
Condor Road

DE7 4RE

BRANCH LOCATIONS

Simple to use, Liveconfiguator™ will generate a quote
for our systems in minutes, at any time. It will also 
provide a list of all the parts you need to complete 
your project almost instantly. If you prefer to speak
to one of our team, you can request a call back.
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Decking Support Systems

HERE ARE JUST SOME OF THE MARKET 
LEADING BRANDS WE PARTNER WITH!
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QR codes

Scan QR codes 
with your phone!

We’ve added QR codes to give you 
quick access to additional 
information that we think you will 
find useful when deciding which 
product to choose for your home, 
specify for a client or install for a 
customer. 

Samples
Go straight to the section on our 
website where you can place an 
order. Most are free but for some 
we make a small charge, which is 
refunded against your order.

Scan here to visit our 
website!

Social media
Follow us on social media to keep 
up-to-date with the latest products, 
news and more!

Technical 
documentation
Access to independent test 
results, installation manuals and 
load tables.

Website
If like what you see and know what 
you require, then scan the code 
and go straight to our website 
where you can make a purchase.


